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National Seniors recognises the potential of electronic voting as an alternative to postal
voting, with benefits in terms of streamlined counting, reduced risk of informal votes, and
improved logistics for those in geographically dispersed areas.
Older people are heavy users of postal voting and there has been a steady increase in postal
voting. Changing the traditional postal voting system would need to carefully consider the
needs of older voters to avoid risk of disengagement. One option is mobile internet voting
where electoral staff vist people in their homes or localities and provide portable devices with
interent connections so they can cast their vote.2 While this ensures accessibility for older
voters, it raises concerns about a lack of independence in voting and potential for undue
influence.
The New South Wales Electoral Commission noted that electors who registered for iVote
online voting were more likely to have voted than those who registered for postal voting,
implying that the iVote system is increasing or at least maintaining voting participation.
However, 25 per cent of voters aged over 65 distrust the iVote process and nearly half are
unlikely to use iVote in the future.3
National Seniors believes older people would be adaptive to electronic voting provided the
technology used guaranteed privacy and verifiable results. Internet based voting outside
controlled polling centres does not appear to satisfy these requirement at this point in time.
Security and integrity of electronic voting
Concerns about security and integrity of internet based voting are outstanding issues that
undermine confidence in electronic voting for voters of all ages.
National Seniors supports greater use of electronic voting, particularly use of electronic roll
for marking attendance and electronic scanning of ballot papers, but considers full
replacement of paper voting with internet based voting to be premature. This is consistent
with findings of the inquiry by the Federal Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters.4
The Australian Electoral Commission has highlighted vulnerability with internet based voting
and the significant cost of alternatives that involve providing equipment to support electronic
voting at each voting centre. This year’s federal election is predicated to cost around $227
million, up from $194 million in 2013 and $161 million in 2010.5 The cost of developing an
electronic voting system for large-scale application is unknown but industry estimates suggest
there would be cost savings.6
National Seniors believes any move to increase use of electronic voting in Victoria needs to
demonstrate that the benefits outweigh the costs.
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